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�Once and forever, we had put an end to rebellion and made the thought of rebelliousness
unthinkable. Now that they knew there was nowhere to escape to, no other place to go, they had to

make the most of life on the plantations. What could not be changed had to be endured.� 

Set in the 1800s, on a plantation in the Caribbean, Mosquito Mansion and my Misadventures in Mudland draws on
historical slave rebellions to create a unique, compelling storyline for young readers aged 12 and older. �There are
very few, if any, children�s adventure stories set against a backdrop of slavery,� explains Christopher. �I like to think
of my book as a cross between Treasure Island and Gormenghast, so it is unlike anything children will have read before!�

Christopher�s book tells the story of 12-year-old Alexander Drabb, also known as Sandy, who strikes up an
unlikely friendship with a young slave girl, Quaneva, on his uncle�s plantation. But it�s not long before Sandy and
Quaneva find themselves caught up in a slave rebellion and end up unintentionally escaping together. They are swept
upriver in a canoe and embark on daring adventures, hunting and partying with the Indians.

Upon their return to the plantation, they find that Quaneva�s father has been killed in the confusion. As Quaneva
puts herself on trial out of guilt towards her father, Sandy soon realises who masterminded the rebellion and is faced
with many difficult decisions. Knowing that he is not wanted where he is, but unable to go home, Sandy is forced to
choose between his only friend and doing the right thing...

After leaving school at the age of fifteen, CHRISTOPHER HEDGETHORNE has been employed in many different sectors, including
working as a sign writer, factory worker, door-to-door potato salesman, monkey minder, theatre director and playwright, all with
varying degrees of success.
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MISADVENTURES AT
MOSQUITO MANSION

An unlikely friendship forms between a plantation
owner�s nephew and a slave girl in Christopher

Hedgethorne�s historical children�s story
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